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Pouyan Razmjoui, Abdollah Kavousi-Fard, Senior Member, IEEE, Tao Jin, Senior Member, IEEE, Morteza Dabbaghjamanesh, Senior Member, IEEE, Mazaher Karimi, Alireza Jolfaei  
1Abstract— Despite the widespread use of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and wireless connectivity such as Near Field Communication (NFC) in electric vehicles, their security and privacy implications in Ad-Hoc networks have not been well explored. This paper provides a data protection assessment of radio frequency electronic system in the Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS). It is demonstrated that eavesdropping is completely feasible from a passing car, at an approximate distance up to 50 meters. Furthermore, our reverse analysis shows that the static n-bit signatures and messaging can be eavesdropped from a relatively far distance, raising privacy concerns as a vehicles’ movements can be tracked by using the unique IDs of tire pressure sensors. Unfortunately, current protocols do not use authentication, and automobile technologies hardly follow routine message confirmation so sensor messages may be spoofed remotely. To improve the security of TPMS, we suggest a novel ultra-lightweight mutual authentication for the TPMS registry process in the automotive network. Our experimental results confirm the effectiveness and security of the proposed method in TPMS.  Index Terms: Cybersecurity, Blockchain, Electric Vehicle, TPMS, Authentication.  

NOMENCLATURE 
Indices  
𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅 Random  number  created by RF receiver 
𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆 Random  number  created by WE sensor 
𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃 Random  number  created by TPMS Receiver 
𝑈𝐼𝐷𝑁 Present  session  pseudonym 
𝑈𝐼𝐷𝑂 Previous  session pseudonym 
𝑆𝐾𝑁 Present  session  secret- key (SK) 
𝑆𝐾𝑂 Pseudonym for latest session secret –key (SK) 
ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ SHA(256) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
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computer machinery and software design [1], protection and security of the vehicle transmission network [2], and efforts to adversely measure the automotive contact systems [3]. In this way, the implementation of message delivery system by radio frequency, which comprises in-vehicle networks and vehicle contact networks, is of special importance [4,5]. In addition, much attention has been paid to vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicular systems communications [6,7]. One of the early built-in mobile connections of transportation systems is basically a network device in the vehicle, called the tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) [8]. Although the cyber-threatening substances are all cellular control units, TPMS is of specific importance since it is a requirement of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) [9]. NHTSA released a study on the future regulatory requirements on TPMS for most cars weighing less than 10,000 pounds in 2001-2002[8]. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a methodology for transmitting cellular data in order to identify and evaluating data unique to vehicles carrying a special transponder named the RFID tag [9]. One promising idea is to use RFID techniques to construct cost-effective wireless sensor nodes [10,11]. While both direct and indirect measuring instruments are usable, just direct types have the reliability of the Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability and Documentation (TREAD) laws and are afterward the only measurements to be used. In this way, if any tire is significantly slightly deflated or overinflated; either passenger cars, trucks, or multipurpose passenger vehicles; TPMSs uninterruptedly quantify air pressure interior and notify drivers.  The majority of cars are fitted with direct TPMSs. In order to measure tire pressure, these structures depend on battery-operated-powered pressure sensors within the tire and communicate their message signal through a radio frequency (RF) transmitter. In response, the tire pressure control unit processes the data and can transmit command signal over the Controller Area Network (CAN) for example to the Central Control Unit (CCN) to activate an alert message on the dashboard of the vehicle. This paper focuses on direct TPMSs due to the security weaknesses and the consequences for the drivers. Direct TPMSs usually are an easy target because of the failure of cryptography frameworks. Technically, TPMS communication protocols are based on simple protocols and common modulation schemes. Reversing the data frame format can possibly lead to hacking the TPMS sensors. By penetrating into the wireless module, the attacker can eavesdrop on the TPMS sensors communication.  The TPMS sensors measure tire parameters and transmit radio packet signal that includes two segments. The first one is the preamble of frame format and the second one is the tire data that include the information such as the temperature, pressure, TPMS sensor ID and cyclic redundancy check (CRC bits).  By 
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 2 
comparison, the automotive network system architecture appears to have a mutual smart contract in all messages received and provides little evidence of critical security protocols such as the authentication mechanism. Simple malicious behaviors can cause TPMS malfunction.  By considering the restricted sensor resources and the importance of user-friendly design, developing a bullet-proof protocol to protect TPMS communications is impractical. Asymmetric cryptographic techniques and even certain symmetric encryption algorithms are beyond the computation abilities of these wireless sensors. Even so, a huge amount of work was needed to analyze their concerns regarding privacy and protection. RFID systems [12,13], mainstream marketplace UbiComp devices [14], residential robots [15] and implantable medical products [16] are the devices being tested.  Authors in [17] proposed a model to secure the charging system in the electric vehicles. To this end, it suggests a mutual authentication using Burrows–Abadi–Needham logic. In relation to the prevailing distribution, authors in [18] suggested a random key pre-distribution strategy, in which every single node preserves a series of keys arbitrarily from the maximum allowable secret key. At least one key will be exchanged by any two adjacent nodes with a high probability, and the shared key is used to build on-demand pairing keys among sensors. In addition, an n-composite pre-distribution random key scheme is proposed in [19] wherein n general keys are transmitted instead of just one by any two neighboring nodes. TESLA [20] is a well-known authentication protocol used by wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to validate the broadcaster. Usually, validating a transmitted sender involves the use of asymmetric cryptographic algorithms (e.g., RSA), which is not really sufficient for resource-restricted sensor networks. TESLA uses symmetric cryptographic algorithms, but by exploiting temporal variations, it achieves asymmetric properties. With TPMSs, these key management systems do not function well, as sensor nodes in automotive network are concerned with setting keys among a big numbers of sensors, whereas TPMSs concentrate on setting keys among only four sensors and the Electrical Control Unit (ECU). Therefore, our stable protocol needs fewer resources (for example, space or energy estimation). Therefore, this paper assesses the cyber security concerns over the TPMS system. It also suggests to implement a shared ultralightweight RFID authentication mechanism for inclusion in a blockchain-enabled TPMS to guarantee the data security. The implementation itself is a new concept and the suggested technique gives additional strong security benefits toward potential attacks like spoofing, replay, and man-in-the-middle, making sure the privacy of the information are been written to the public ledger of the blockchain. The performance of the proposed secured model is assessed on a practical electric vehicle system. The rest of the paper is organized as below: section II describes the TPMS system. Section III provides a security and privacy analysis. Section IV proposes a blockchain enabled ultralightweight method for TPMS. The cyber attack modeling is presented in section V. the simulation results are discussed in section VI. Finally, the main paper output are presented in section VII.  

II.  TPMS SYSTEM 
The air specifications such as pressure and temperature of all 4 road wheels are supervised by TPMS. As an RFID transponder, the wheel-mounted tire pressure detectors transmit data to the TPMS electronics module via radio frequency signals. The TPMS module is a radio receiver that collects the air pressure and temperature data from each tire sensor. The information is then transmitted via CAN-BUS to the TPMS Receiver Unit in which a specified pass/fail criterion is defined. Fig. 1 displays all elements of the tire surveillance system. 

 Fig.1. TPMS   component  When the vehicle's speed reaches 32 km/h (20 mph), the TPMS sensors periodically send radio signal data every 60 seconds. The TPMS Receiver evaluates any transmitting data of TPMS sensors according to a low-pressure threshold set point. If it is recognized that the tire pressure drops below the set point, this is conveyed to the Instrument Panel Cluster (IPC) on the vehicle contact bus. The IPC then lights the alert indicator for TPMS. The NHTSA specifies three forms for automotive manufacturers to enforce laws: direct, indirect, and hybrid [22]. Typically, direct TPMS involves pressure sensors mounted inside each tire to directly calculate the tire parameter inside the tire. Indirect TPMS measures velocity information gathered from wheel speed sensors of the vehicle's Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) to equate tire rotational speeds with each other to identify the air pressure of wheel. Direct systems are more precise and coherent, while for each vehicle, indirect systems would be less electronics-dependent and more powerful. The NHTSA deliberately leaves the concept of a hybrid TPMS ambiguous and indicates that such a program will be using a mix of direct and indirect approaches to satisfy regulatory requirements. Indirect TPMS, as described in Transport & Environmental (T&E) [23], is incapable to accurately calculate tire pressure in real-time. Necessary regular reconfiguration requires the vehicle to travel to operate linearly, which may cause limp home mode depending on road conditions influencing the wheels rotation and acceleration. Limp home mode is a security feature in the car which activates when each of the built-in control unit diagnoses a fault. T&E believes that indirect TPMS systems usually conform towards regulation specifications, but in many other practical circumstances during testing "display extremely weak results". The direct TPMS is the most widely used system in today's automobiles. However, their placement in the tires needs time, 
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 3 
energy, and labor in the event that repairs or adjustments are necessary.  According to Fig. 2, when the vehicle begins moving, LF Initiator is driven through the LIN-BUS network via the RF receiver module. LF Initiator gets a specific ID that the system also utilizes to make the distinction the exact position of the tire throughout normal operating conditions. The LF Initiator emits a wake-up request to the Transponder Current sensor via a modulated signal of 125 kHz when an RF receiver signal has been received.  

 Fig.2. Operation flow of TPMS communication Whenever the Transponder Transmitter module receives an LF (125 kHz) awaken request signal, the Analog Front End (AFE) justifies the incoming request. The microcontroller is only woken up from sleep mode after a valid signal has been received. The achievement earned by the node is specified by that of the command signal received. Normal demands assess tire strength, temperature, and acceleration. Learn Mode request labels the sensor device with a new ID for potential operations before the measurements. The RF module in the tire transponder sensor then sends the information through UHF (433.9 MHz) to the RF receiver and switches to standby mode if no further interrupts have been sensed. All tire sensors regularly broadcast the measurements of temperature and pressure along with corresponding IDs. The RF receiver module receives the packet data and performs a specific procedure before trying to send the warning light messages to the IPC. Initially, because it can begin receiving packets from nearby car sensors, it separates those packets out. Then, it conducts temperature adjustment, wherever the pressure measurements are adjusted and variations in tire pressure are evaluated. The exact implementation of the product varies considerably along with all manufacturers, especially with respect to antenna configuration and communication protocols.  There are proprietary communication protocols used by sensors and tire pressure monitoring electronic module. Nonetheless, we understand that TPMS data communication typically uses the 315 MHz or 433 MHz UHF frequencies and ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying) or FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) modulation scheme from manufacturer databases and product information. Any tire pressure sensor as RFID transponder contains a unique ID and Secret Key (SK) that are stored and encrypted in E2prom memory of tire sensor module. Just before that RF receiver can accept information collected by each of the four tire sensors, sensor IDs and wheel position on which it is mounted must be tried to configuration into the TPMS module either manual or automatically, like in many vehicles or in certain very good 

quality automobiles. This is usually done through the installation of the tire. Subsequently, the sensor Identifier has been the essential information that allows the TPMS module to recognize the source of data stream and to strip out the packets that other vehicles have transmitted. In order to increase the energy usage of battery in the tire transponder, tire sensors are built to be in sleep mode almost always and to wake up in two possible situations: (1) by the time the driver continues traveling at high velocity (more than 40 km/h), sensors are permitted to measure tire data such as pressure, temperature, and accelerator; (2) throughout diagnostic and initial sensor ID cycles, devices are utilized to transfer their IDs or other information. As a result, the tire sensors will wake up in sleep-mode in two trigger strategies: when a velocity of the vehicle is greater than 40 km/h   or an RF switching on signal that is triggered by RF receiver. 
III.  SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS GOALS 

This paper focuses on tracking threats through listening to sensor identifiers and Denial Of Service (DOS) attacks with message spoofing risks through injecting forged data into the tire monitoring device. We would consider attacks where, by deliberately inserting forged messages, an attacker interferes with the regular operations of TPMS. For instance, an attacker can attempt to submit a low-pressure packet to cause a low-pressure alert. Likewise, the adversary can thread across a few faked low-pressure data packets and maybe a few sporadic pressure data frames, causing the low-pressure warning light to switch on and off. If feasible, such attacks could weaken the confidence of drivers in the system and possibly contribute to fully neglect TPMS-related alerts. After that, because the TPMS sensors still reply to the relevant triggering signal, an opponent who uninterruptedly emits activation signals continually causes the tire sensors to send packets, thus dramatically decreasing the TPMS's lifespan. For example, the attackers might try to transmit a low-pressure radio signal to activate a low-pressure warning lamp in the IPC. Additionally, the attacker will cycle through a few falsified low-pressure and temperature data burst and a few pressure and temperature normal bursts of data, then triggering the warning lights to switch on and off at low pressure. Even if these attacks possibly occur, they can weaken the confidence of drivers in the system and cause significant problems to fully dismiss the TPMS-related alerts.  In conclusion, even though tire sensors every time react to the corresponding activation signal, an attacker who repetitively communicates activation signals can force tire sensors to transmit messages continuously, massively reducing the life of TPMS. Being able to conduct surveillance from a path length on TPMS communication enables us to further check the potential of embedding falsified information into safety-critical in-vehicle systems. Although the TPMS is not yet an extremely important protective device, we are interested in two points:  (1) whether the awareness of an RF receiver inside the car is sufficiently high to authorize spoofing from elsewhere in the vehicle or from a nearby automobile; and (2) the protection mechanisms in these structures are vulnerable to the DOS attack. In general, we are interested to know whether the tire monitoring system is rejecting suspicious packets using authentication, input validation, or filtering processes.  A real-time model can deliberately listen and trace tire sensors communication and decrypt data frame format, Fig. 3.  
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 Fig.3. Spoofing attack  Frequency mixing methodology used in our experiment spoofing attack. So we used two ADF7020 daughter boards and the AD831 frequency mixer. While broadcasting a signal from one ADF7020 into the mixer's LO connection, We've been able to combine the spoofed packet from the other ADF7020 to the relevant frequency. We relayed spoofing RF 315 MHz signal to RF tire sensor receiver inside the vehicle, used a signal at 5.0 GHz. We decrypted spoofed sets of data with the FOXWELL NT1001 TPMS trigger device to evaluate our method in Fig. 4. In this figure Shows a TPMS Trigger screenshot after delivering a fake packet with the "8178E561" sensor ID and tire pressure of 240 Kpa. 

 Fig.4. The TPMS trigger tool displays the spoofed packet with the sensor ID: 
‘8178E561’. After that, we used this configuration to transmit distinct manipulated data to a  target using tire sensor (A)  at a rate of  60 packets per second. We initiated broadcasting one spoofed message with the front-right-tire ID and eavesdropping on the complete communication to recognize the minimum threshold of triggering the TPMS-LPW light in IPC. We found that one spoofed packet of data was not able to initiate the TPMS LPW light, and as a reply to this request, the TPMS receiver simultaneously sent two triggering signals via the antenna located near the right front tire, triggering the right front sensor to send ten packets. Thus, even though a single spoofed message doesn't really affect any alert to be displayed by the IPC, this does launch a vulnerability to a battery power attack. Besides that, we progressively exceeded the frequency of spoofed packets and observed that broadcasting five spoofed packets in a second may be enough to turn on elucidate the light of TPMS-LPW. The spoofing of the insertion signal influences the sensors to transmit packets and enables the tracking of attacks. Because the activation signals are very basic, a limited amount of bits can be transmitted. So that, using just lengthy data packages with encryption and digital signatures is not appropriate, so we propose that the few bits that can be transmitted be used as a sequencing sector, in which sequencing implements a one-way function chain in some kind of pattern similar to one-time signatures. Therefore, it would be the  function of the RF module and TPMS Receiver to preserve the one-way function chain, and the TPMS sensor would actually hash the sequence number 

detected and equate it with the prior serial number. This would have a convenient way to anomaly detection and filter out the false triggering signals. In conclusion, the lack of authentication methods and insufficient validation mechanisms would open several vulnerabilities for attackers to exploit for a more innovative attack. Nevertheless, a simple and reliable RFID protocol is required that could be applied to the automotive network. 
IV.  ULTRALIGHTWEIGHT PROTOCOL FOR BLOCKCHAIN 

Technically, the protocols for in-vehicle communication are classified based on their characteristics, and application type. To shortly name, the available security solutions for in-vehicle communication are machine learning-based methods, port-centric techniques and cryptography concept. Although the machine learning techniques have shown good accuracy to secure the vehicle, but the current available RAM and CPU existing in the vehicles are not appropriate for running high computations. In other words, these techniques are not applicable for the current vehicles and need more time to be used in the future vehicles. In the second group, port-centric techniques exist which suggest to focus on the security of data at the point of entering ports. This means that any data entering the vehicle needs to be first analyzed and checked by appropriate security methods and then used in the vehicle. For sure, this can make a big delay in the system due to the high computational costs. Moreover, these protocols perform based on a fixed value during the whole process. Hence, an adversary can easily conduct a tracking attack to monitor the movement of the RFID tag built-in TPMS based on this value. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the first two groups, cryptography methods were suggested which could gain high popularity in recent years. These methods are not much time consuming and can provide high security and privacy by converting the data into unreadable codes. This paper addresses vehicular security as opposed to the TPMS data confidentiality, because the TPMS message confidentiality is of relatively low security risk in its application (as described in Section III). What affects the security of the cryptography depend on the encryption and decryption process.  Adoption of new technologies which plays an important role not only in ensuring the reliability of  IoT, but mostly in creating new administration potential for blockchain [24],[25], can resolve the above disadvantages. Blockchain was launched in 2008 and was initially intended to fix problems with the existing economy [26], Not only has the technology allowed its users to make purchases without third-party intermediaries involved, but it has proven to become more versatile than just a means of consolidating control of resources [27, 28]. In addition to the automotive network, the other most convincing blockchain technology use cases include digital identity, healthcare, and energy markets. Blockchain is a decentralized distributed database scheme that is operated jointly by all nodes in the blockchain network. It consists of a number of data items generated based on the cryptography technique, and inside the blockchain, each data block is a block. In order to create a chain of data according to the order in which they were created, blocks are connected in an ordered manner. The block relation is confirmed via the hash value of the block header data. The blockchain uses this hash value as the individual identifier number for all blocks, and by the root block hash values determined in the block header, the unique related block can be 
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 5 
found in the blockchain. For this process, each node linked to its parent block hash value chain creates a string from the last block to the first block, providing a connection like data format for entirely blocks, as seen in Fig. 5. 

 Fig.5. Existing blockchain system and block content simplified All tire  sensors are used as peer nodes in paper to create a blockchain network and transmit on-road messages to vehicles. The blockchain network basically keeps record of two different types of information, one of which is WE sensors vehicle identification information that contains the pseudonym, the public key of the RFID transponder and the mapping connection among the pseudonym as well as the origenal identity. The other is the declaration of the hash value for legal vehicles. The blockchain actually cannot be used to store vast volumes of data, but we only save in the blockchain the index value of the declarations of which the blockchain data storage burden and the difficulty of preserving data integrity are held. The following parties are involved in the protocol: RFID-tag in TPMS sensors, RF receiver, and chain node. Bitwise XOR and rotation operations are used to implement the proposed method because the low priced IoT device is computationally limited. Yet there are no computational limits to the chain node. More stringent computing operations can also be performed, like creating the SHA-256 hash function and verifying the history of the commodity regarding the data contained in the blockchain. SHA-256 hash function is used to encrypt IDS and K hidden data before finally assigning it to a block header. Then these stored values may be used for all supply chain nodes during the authentication process.  An analysis assumes where the  channel of communication between the chain node and the receiver is safe while the channel of communication between the receiver and a tire sensor is insecure. However, because of the existence of a distributed ledger, the set of values stored in the blockchain is believed to be stable. The technique is considered to secure the transmitted messages among the reader and the tag over the communication channel. Fig. 6. summarizes the operations that take place between the TPMS Receiver node, RF receiver, and tire sensors during the authentication process, followed by a detailed description of any stage. Notes used in the proposed protocol will be listed in nomenclature. The ultralightweight protocol suggested is described:  1. In order to start a communication, the RF receiver transmits a 125KHz wake-up message and a RN 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅 to all the WE sensors. 

2. Next both of the messages were received, the WE sensor calculates frame messages 𝑆1, 𝑆2 using its stored ,ID SK  produced random number 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆, in addition received random number  𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅  . The WE module transmits the calculated data 
𝑆1, 𝑆2 to the RF receiver. 
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3. The RF receiver forwards messages of  𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅 ,𝑆1,  and 𝑆2 to the TPMS Receiver as a automotive network chain node. 
4. The TPMS Receiver node extracts  ,ID SK by creating hamming weight 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆 that named 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆−𝐻𝑊

∗  and executes the following operations till a corresponding ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝐷 ∥ 𝑆𝐾) is obtained from permissioned blockchain. Since 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆 is 96 bits, we have  𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆−𝐻𝑊
∗   between 0 and 96. 
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Based on  the  ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝐷 ∥ 𝑆𝐾), the TPMS Receiver node will validate and monitor the tire environmental parameters along with the permission level. The TPMS Receiver node will verify the tire sensors if the information has a valid record of history in terms of the time stamp, position, and sensor status. Then, a unique number 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑝𝑐𝑚 and an even hamming weight of a random number is for both the write and read authorization level will be generated by TPMS Receiver;  unless, an odd hamming weight of a random number is generated. The TPMS Receiver node calculates 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 and transmits those messages to the RF receiver. Next, the TPMS Receiver node updates 𝐼𝐷𝑁 and 𝑆𝐾𝑁 consequently. The TPMS Receiver attaches a transaction with the current one after this upgrade and verification phase ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝐷𝑁 ∥
𝑆𝐾𝑁), and previous ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝐷 ∥ 𝑆𝐾) values to the blockchain.   
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  Fig.6. Flowchart of the ultralightweight TPMS communication protocol.  5. The RF receiver forwards messages 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 to the all tire sensors. 6. After receiving messages 𝑃1 and 𝑃2, the sensor derives random number 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃
∗ from the receiving data 𝑃2. 
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The WE detector validates the RF receiver if 𝑃1
∗, which is calculated from the extracted 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃

∗ is equivalent to the received  
𝑃1 . Subsequently the confirmation, the tire sensor bring up-to-date its 𝐼𝐷𝑁 and 𝑆𝐾𝑁  if the hamming weight of 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃

∗ value that is even. If the hamming weight of 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃
∗ is an odd value, the sensors doesn't upgrade its  𝐼𝐷𝑁 and  𝑆𝐾𝑁. 
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To provide independence across the ,ID SK  updates to prevent the attacker from tracking the ,ID SK , we design and implement 

a random scheme. The randomization updates are based on a pseudo-random generator using a ultralightweight mode with no new input plaintexts. In other words, the random output from the Randomization algorithm (providing the current  becomes the input of the algorithm for the next update. Using a Randomization algorithm, the output corresponds to the randomized for the TPMS communication header 
,new newID SK where i corresponds to the TPMS transmission time 

index. This output then becomes the input for the next communication. At time 1t + ,  is the input of the Randomization algorithm, i.e., 
( ), ,new newID SK Randomization ID SK= : The  for driving 

the pseudo-random generator Randomization is fixed, and is generated when the TPMS sensor is deployed on the EVs, e.g., the WE sensor gets replaced.  
V.  CYBER ATTACK MODELS  

The hypotheses are used in the study of two potential spoofing attacks on the suggested technique: 1. An attacker has the power to start communication with the receiver and with a WE sensor. 2. An intruder will collect information, capture, interrupt, and modify messages that are transmitted when contact between the receiver and a tire sensor. 
A.  Spoofing  attack 
Spoofing attacks take place whenever an attacker collects signals shared on a chat channel and replays them in order to decrypt or obtain access to data. To explain how an opponent can attempt and fail to initiate a replay attack, some examples are illustrated below. 1. The opponent replays the recorded messages 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 during the previous Reader session. Nonetheless, the opponent will not be efficacious as the reader is not to be able to validate the signals as transmit by a honest tag because with each new session ID and SK are encoded with new random numbers (𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅  , 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆). 2. Attacker replays signals 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 taken in a previous session to the WE sensor .  Once again, the opponent will not be effective because the sensor is unable to authenticate the messages because separate random numbers (𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅  , 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃) are needed for each new session to compute messages 𝑃1 and 𝑃2  . Since the adversary will be unable to extract any communications using one or both of the malicious schemes mentioned above from the receiver and sensor, the suggested technique will survive replay attacks. 
B.  MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK 
Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) Attack happens mostly during the propagation of the signal, where the contact is eavesdropped, intercepted, and monitored by the enemy. Using many methods mentioned below, the adversary may put effort to carry out a MITM attack, which also will not accomplish: 1. Adversary data frame  𝑆1 and 𝑆2, and then changes them already transmitting to the RF reader device. The supply chain node is incapable to gain a identical  ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝐷 ∥ 𝑆𝐾), value in the blockchain since the adversary is not capable to obtain the 
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particular values of 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑆, SK, and ID to calculate a result frame 
 𝑆1 and 𝑆2. 2. Adversary blocks messages 𝑃1 and 𝑃2  , then changes them before resending to the RFID tag in tire sensor. Because the two signals 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are calculated from modernized random number  𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑃𝐶𝑀 , SK, ID for each session, the adversary is not to be able to speculate on right signals of  𝑃1 and 𝑃2, though, the sensor is incapable to verify the fake signal, since the signals 𝑃1

∗ and  𝑃2  
∗ calculated are not the same in comparison to the modified signals 𝑃1 and 𝑃2. This shows that the protocol suggested is shielded from MITM attacks. VI.  SIMULATION RESULTS The efficiency of the lightweight secure communication procedure TPMS was quantitated. We concentrated specifically on the performance of four phases: comparing the confidentiality of the encryption scheme suggested, the time of encryption and decryption, the throughput of encryption and decryption, the significant size of secrecy, and the number of confidential information. 

A.  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
The efficiency of the proposed protocol is evaluated respectively in terms of the cost of storage, computation, and communication. Due to the high computational power of the RF receiver and TPMS Receiver, the output of resource-constrained RFID transponder in each tire sensor is thus analyzed. 

• Encryption/Decryption time The key response time or computational time is the elapsed time between the moment when the challenge is sent by the TPMS unit and the beginning of the response from the TPMS sensor that we consider as a latency time. The computational time of cryptography technology is further divided into encryption/decryption time, key generation, and key exchange time. The computation of latency time allows us to estimate (i) how much delay could the physical-layer relay attack exploit without any practical detection being possible (ii) what is the design decision behind the maximum acceptable delays allowed by the evaluated systems. We note that the numerical differences of these two measures between EVs  models are due to the hardware used as well as the implementation of the secure protocols (e.g., message size, type of encryption). In order to measure the key response time, we recorded the protocol message exchanges between the EVs and TPMS sensor at radio frequency (RF) with an oscilloscope using high sampling rate (from 20 to 50 MS/s depending on the TPMS system). The encryption/decryption time is calculated by converting plain text (message) into ciphertext (and vice versa). The key generation time depends on the length of the key, and symmetric ciphers are different from asymmetric ciphers. The key exchange time depends on the communication channel between the sender and the receiver. Table I contrasts the proposed model's encryption time with other models. Obviously, the suggested framework is the most time-efficient scheme, and AES&3DES&SHA-256 has a generally smaller encryption time than other versions. It is presumed that the duration of encryption is directly related to file size, i.e. for greater file size, longer encryption time is required. Table II evaluates the decryption times of the developed framework and 

other models. As can be seen, decryption time is shorter in the proposed model than in other models. At 97 ms, a 1 MB file that is shorter than other versions is decrypted. Therefore, it is deduced here that the model suggested works better than others. Fig. 7 compares the suggested model's average encryption/decryption time and other models for various file sizes, such as (20-1000 KB based on average). TABLE I COMPARISON OF ENCRYPTION TIME OF DIFFERENT MODELS    Encryption Execution Time (ms)  Input data frame size (kB) 
Proposed Protocol         

RC4&AES-128&SHA-256 Hash Function 

AES-128&DES&SHA-Hash Function 

AES-128&RC4&SHA-256 Hash function 
RC4&DES&SHA-256 Hash function 

DES&ECC&SHA Hash function 
2 7 7 7 3 3 20 4 9 9 10 7 5 40 6 14 14 16 9 7 60 8 17 15 19 12 11 80 10 22 21 25 15 14 100 15 24 23 28 22 19 140 17 37 26 31 26 22 160 19 30 28 35 30 25 180 21 35 32 41 32 27 200 26 36 33 42 39 32 240 32 42 38 50 46 37 280 34 53 48 65 49 43 300 43 65 59 78 65 55 400 56 78 70 94 79 66 500 66 89 82 108 95 82 600 76 129 120 142 111 93 800   

TABLE II A COMPARISON OF DECRYPTION TIME OF DIFFERENT MODELS    Decryption Execution Time (ms)  Input data frame size (kB) 
Proposed Protocol         

RC4&AES-128&SHA-256 Hash Function 

AES-128&DES&SHA-Hash Function 

AES-128&RC4&SHA-256 Hash function 
RC4&DES&SHA-256 Hash function 

DES&ECC&SHA Hash function 
2 7 7 7 3 3 20 4 9 10 10 7 5 40 5 14 13 16 9 7 60 7 17 14 19 12 11 80 9 22 16 25 15 14 100 13 24 19 28 22 19 140 15 37 22 31 26 22 160 17 30 23 35 30 25 180 19 35 27 41 32 27 200 23 36 33 42 39 32 240 27 42 35 50 46 37 280 29 53 36 65 49 43 300 39 65 46 78 65 55 400 48 78 60 94 79 66 500 59 89 74 108 95 82 600 66 129 98 142 111 93 800    

• Encryption/decryption throughput The throughput of encryption is determined according to plaintext separated by the total time of encryption. Algorithm power and efficiency are demonstrated by higher throughput. The proposed model's encryption throughput is higher than that of other models. Fig. 7 displays the proposed model's encryption throughput. The throughput of decryption is measured on the basis of plaintext divided by the total time of decryption. Decryption throughput of the proposed model is greater than other implementations. Fig. 8 indicates the proposed model's decryption throughput, which has higher performance than other models.  
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  Fig.7. Encryption throughput of the proposed model and other models based on file size 

 Fig.8. Decryption throughput of the proposed model and other models based on file size 
• Storage Cost This specific cost applies to the cost incurred by an RFID transponder inside each tire sensor by storing necessary data before implementation. An RFID transponder needs to store SK and ID with 96 bits length in our purposed protocol. Consequently, the total cost of storage is only the value of storing 192 bits of secret data in its memory, which would be significantly smaller than the protocols. 
• Computational Cost Let all the time necessary for the XOR operator, the hamming weight measurement time, and the time of rotate operations  𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 ,𝑡𝐻𝑊, and 𝑡𝑅𝑂𝑇  individually. Throughout the mutual authentication procedure inside the authentication phase, an RFID transponder in each tire sensor has a computational cost of 

(7𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 + 10𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 + 8𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅) and (5𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 + 7𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 + 4𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅) for upgrading of data analysis. Thus, the total computation cost, 
𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  of tire sensor during the verification phase is assumed by (12𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 + 17𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅 + 12𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅). It is concluded that only the computational cost of an OR-exclusive operation, 𝑡𝑋𝑂𝑅, may be overlooked as this value is significantly lower than that of using one-way hash values, 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝑆𝐻𝐴(256)) and symmetric 
encryption,  𝑡𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. However, because both hamming weight and rotation functions are bitwise operations, 𝑡𝐻𝑊, and 𝑡𝑅𝑂𝑇   are themselves insignificant and hence the cost function  of  
𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
  is considered unimportant to the proposed protocol. 

 
• Transmission Cost Communication is started with a 40-bit LF wake-up and a 96-bit random-number 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅, which is transmit to the tire sensor from  RF receiver. The suggested technique uses four messages (𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑃1, 𝑃2) with 96 bits long to perform mutual authentication. The true cost of communication is also just the price of transmitting 520 bits, and is considerably lower than the 

protocols specified. Table III is provided for comparison between the security and performance of the proposed protocol and existing lightweight authentication protocols. Both the proposed protocols seem to be the only two that can defend RFID systems from all 5 security threats. The proposed protocol, though, as our solution demands the minimum cost of storage of all existing state-of-the-art implementations and is the only protocol built to be incorporated into the blockchain.  TABLE III EXPECTED COST FUNCTION VALUE IN STATE OF THE ART AND PROPOSED PROTOCOL 
COMPARISON.   Description REF REF REF purposed  protocol     Security protection from yes yes no YES key no yes yes YES replay no no no YES spoffing no yes no YES Man-in-the-middle yes yes no YES tracking   PERFORMANCE   424 384 384 192 STORAGE COST(bit) 

(9tXOR

+ 3tenc) (9tXOR

+ 4thash) (12tXOR + 7tXOR) (12tXOR + 17tHW

+ 12tROT) COMPUTATIONAL COST(second) 512 576 616 520 COMMUNICATION COST(second) no no no yes Blockchain enable 

VII.  CONCLUSION 
This study describes an effective Ultralightweight RFID Secure  protocol with mutual authentication that is integrated into a tire data monitoring system. TPMSs are one of the built-in wireless automotive networks which are integrated into novel electric vehicles (EVs). Like all modern vehicles, EVs are completely controlled by electronic control units embedded within networks that are exposed to cyber security threats. This paper assesses the venerable area in tire pressure monitoring systems by experimentally evaluating representatives. Our study shows that spoofing attack can disable the normal operation of the tire monitoring system. First, we reverse-engineered the TPMS communication protocols by using the USB Real-Time 10 MHz-60GHz Spectrum Analyzer, and showed that the current TPMS sensor in EVs does not utilize any secure communications technique. Also, it transmits a fixed sensor ID number in each packet data, which raises the possibility of tracking EVs through these ID numbers. Therefore, we a security mechanisms is proposed that can reduce the security and privacy concerns without unreasonable complicated of production new tires. The suggested technique is immune to three cyber attacks using both general and systematic analyses. The attacks include false relay data, man-in-the-middle data, and monitoring. It is seen that the authentication methodology of the proposed method is cost-effective in terms of storage, computation, and communication.  Finally, we present a secure blockchain-based mutual authentication for integration in the EVs network. 
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